
Next program commencing Autumn 2021 will include groups from 

each of the areas shown in the map below:  

Rotational Grazing Training 

Improve productivity and efficiency with Grazing Matcher  

The Grazing Matcher program supports groups of livestock      

producers to improve grazing, fodder and feed decisions.  

What you’ll learn: 
• Grazing management tailored to local 

conditions to maximise productivity, 

quality, resilience to grazing, root growth 

and nutrient uptake 

• How to maximise pasture utilisation 

• Efficient fodder production (quality, 

quantity and cost), storage and use 

• Seasonal animal requirements 

• Feed analysis and efficient feed allocation 

• Animal monitoring to meet production 

targets 

• Farm business performance indicators.  

• ...and more! 
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For more info, contact: 
  Oyster Harbour: Bruce Radys 

  (08) 9851 2703, bruce.radys@ohcg.org.au 

  Wilson Inlet: Shaun Ossinger 

  0401 291 457, info@wicc.org.au 

  GeoCatch: Bree Browne 

  (08) 9781 0116, Breanne.browne@dwer.wa.gov.au 

 South West Catchments (exc. Geocatch)—Peter                      

Clifton (South West Catchments Council): 

  (08) 9724 2469, peter.clifton@swccnrm.org.au 

 
Feedback from 2018 attendees: 
 
• It showed me the extra production you can get from pastures that recover better from grazing —Paul Fry, Donnybrook. 

• It just pushed me. I’ve done more rotations than I’ve ever done.—Matt Nield, Karridale. 

• It was a huge learning. The informal interaction as well as the formal group discussion. —Linda Brumby, Ferguson Valley. 

• It was good to put numbers to what we were feeding and refine it.—Richard Walker, Wilga. 

• Fine-tuning hay and silage is probably where we made the most gain.—Andrew McNab, Scott River. 

• Impressive speakers. Very lucky to have that access. It’s stimulating to see other farms.— Ken MacLeay, Vasse. 

• I didn’t know how to condition-score before. Now we use it to divide mobs and feed accordingly—Brodie Allen, Boallia 

How it works:  
• Eight businesses per group  

• Up to two people per business 

• Eight grower meetings per group over 12 months, meeting at each participant’s farm 

• Four hour sessions facilitated by local consultants: Jeisane Accioly (ALIS Consulting),  Dan Parnell (Agsure 

Consulting) and a hay/silage consultant 

• Peer networking and professional advice to support your business both at and between meetings. 

Cost per business: $600 (up to $3100 additional cost per business is covered by sponsorship and in-kind).  

This project is supported by South West Catchments Council, through funding from the Australian Government’s National Landcare Program, Profitable Grazing 

Systems, an MLA initiative, Western Beef Association Inc., and Healthy Estuaries WA, a State Government, Royalties for Regions program.  


